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ABSTRACT
A six degree-of-freedom electromagnetically suspended motion control stage (the
Angstrom Stage) has been designed and constructed for use in short-travel, high-resolution
motion control applications. It achieves better than 0.5 nm resolution over a 100 micron
range of travel. The stage consists of a single moving element (the platen) floating in an oil
filled chamber. The oil is crucial to the stage's operation since it forms squeeze film
dampers between the platen and the frame. Twelve electromagnetic actuators provide the
forces necessary to suspend and servo the platen, and six capacitance probes measure its
position relative to the frame. The system is controlled using a digital signal processing
board residing in a '486 based PC. This digital controller implements a feedback
linearization algorithm in real-time to account for nonlinearities in both the magnetic
actuators and the fluid film dampers. The feedback linearization technique reduces a
highly nonlinear plant with coupling between the degrees of freedom into one that is linear,
decoupled, and setpoint independent. The key to this procedure is a detailed plant model.
The operation of the feedback linearization procedure is transparent to the outer loop of
the controller, and so a proportional controller is sufficient for normal operation. We
envision applications of this stage in scanned probe microscopy and for integrated circuit
measurement.
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INTRODUCTION
The Angstrom Stageis a motion control devicethat utilizes electromagneticactuators
in combination with squeezefihn dampersto achievesub-nanometerresolution with travel
in a cube of 100microns. Details concerningthe mechanicaldesignof the stageare found
in [t]. In addition, [2] givesexamplesof atomic resolution imagesthat weregeneratedwhen
the stagewaspaired with a scanningtunneling microscope.Rather than emphasizingthe
mechanicaldesignof the stage,this paper insteadconcentrateson the feedbacklinearization
algorithm that is key to the controller design. Usinga model of the plant, this algorithm
linearizesand decouplesthe six degreesof freedom. Linearizing the electromagnetic
actuators with this techniqueis a standardprocedurein our group's designprocess[3 ] [4]
[5] [ 6 ]. In this paper, weexpand the techniqueto include reducing the plant itself to six
decoupledintegrators with transfer functions of 1/s each.Hunt [7] and Su [8] provide a
moregeneral,mathematically rigorousdescription of the feedbacklinearization procedure.
MECHANICAL DESIGN AND MODELING
The Angstrom Stageconsistsof a platen floating in an oil-filled 1chamberformed by
an outer frame. Figure 1 showsa photographof the deviceseatedon a tabletop vibration
isolation table. This frame hasexterior dimensionsof approximately 30 x 30 x 20cm, and
is constructed from 6061-T6aluminum. The platen is also madefrom aluminum, measures
17x 17x 8 cm, and is designedwith a hollow interior. This lightweighting of the platen is
designedsothat the platen's massapproximatelyequalsthe massof the fluid it displaces.
In practice, the oil supports better than 98%of the 3.09kg massof the platen. This
reducesthe bias currents required to keepthe platen suspended,and thus reducesthe
associatedthermal distortions of the frame. However,the most important flmction of the
oil is the forming of squeezefilm dampersbetweenthe platen and the frame. This will be
describedin moredetail later in the paper. The end result is a highly overdampedand
vibration resistant design. A crosssectionand an isometric view of the stageare shownin
Figure 2.
ElectromagneticActuators
Twelve electromagneticactuatorsprovide the forcesnecessaryto suspendand servo
the platen. Eachactuator is fabricated with 230 turns of 22gaugecopperwire around
50-50Ni-Fe E-Core laminations. The actuatorsare potted directly into the frame and act
upon corresponding50-50Ni-Fe I-danfinationsepoxiedinto the platen. The actuators are
1Dow Corning FS-1265 fluorosilicone oil, density - 1.28 g/cm a, viscosity - 1.323 kg/ms
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Figure 1' Photograph of the Angstrom Stage.
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Figure 2: Angstrom Stage Cross Section and Isometric View.
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designedto operateat a nominal gap of 300#m, and arecapableof producing over 50 N of
force at this gap. However,normal operating forcesare lessthan 1 N. The relationship
betweenforce, current, and gap is nonlinear,and is well modeledin the low-current region
by
= (1)
Low currents are those for which the electromagnet has not begun to enter saturation, i.e.,
less than about 1 A in this application. In eq.(1), F represents the electromagnetic force, i
is the coil current, and ga is the target separation gap. The constant C is experimentally
determined with our magnetic bearing calibration fixture [9], and equals approximately
2.5 x 10 .6 Nm2/A 2 for this design.
Squeeze Film Dampers
The dominant components of the stage, with respect to the system dynamics, are the
squeeze film dampers formed by the thin film of oil located between the platen and the
actuators and capacitance probes. The relationship between force and velocity at each
capacitance probe comes from a direct application of the Navier-Stokes equation for
viscous fluid flow [10],
F - 37r#R4 V. (2)
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The key fact to note here is that the damping changes with the inverse cube of the gap.
The oil viscosity (# = 1.323 kg/ms), and the capacitance probe radius (R = 0.01 m)
combine into a single characteristic constant bc for the capacitance probe dampers. This
reduces the force-velocity relationship to
F= -_aV, (3)
9c
where bc = 6.2 × 10 -s Nsm 2. At the nominal oil film thickness of gc = 100 #m, each probe
contributes a damping term of Bc = 6.2 × 104 Ns/m. However, this value changes
significantly over the ±50 #m range of travel due to the g_-a dependence.
The relationship between force and velocity for the actuator dampers is more difficult
to model in a closed form because of their rectangular shape. It instead results in an
infinite series solution [ t 1 ],
192#13V _-_ (b43 rt l rtTrb_F- 2- 4 tanh .7r ga n57r 21 ]
n=1,3,5
(4)
The summation contains only the known width (b = 0.06 m) and length (l = 0.025 m) of
the damping pad, and so evaluates to a constant independent of the gap. Thus the
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Figure 3: Location of Probes and Actuators Relative to the Platen.
damping due to an actuator in our system can be expressed as
F=_V,
(5)
with b_ = 9.1 × 10 -7 Nsm _. At the nominal oil film thickness of ga = 300 #m, each
actuator then contributes a damping term to the system of Ba = 3.4 × 104 Ns/m. Again
though, this factor changes significantly as the platen moves.
Equations (2) and (4) give the damping values for a single probe and actuator. In the
stage operation, multiple dampers act on the platen with every motion. Figure 3 shows the
the positions of the actuators and capacitance probes relative to the platen. It now
becomes easier to express the force-velocity relationship in a matrix format,
F=BV. (6)
The forces (and torques) F and velocities V are defined as
r=[F (7)
and
y 0,] (8)
The 6 x 6 damping matrix B is an instantaneous function of the stage position, and
couples motions in the different axes. Its components are algebraically complex even
though it is derived simply from free body diagrams of the platen motion. These
relationships are given in the Appendix. For perspective on the magnitude of the damping
values in the combined model, Figures 4 and 5 shows the damping in each degree of
freedom as the stage moves from plus to minus full scale in that axis.
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CONTROLLER
A digital computer controls the operation of the Angstrom Stage. A 16-bit
analog-to-digital conversion board reads the six capacitance probe voltages (as well as a
Z-servo voltage from a scanning tunneling microscope) into a '486-based PC . Each channel
is sampled at 22.3 kHz, which brings the overall sampling rate for the board close to the
board's maximum throughput of 160 ksamples/second. A TMS320C30-based digital signal
processing board implements a 100 point finite impulse response filter in order to increase
the position resolution and lessen the noise magnitude. Finite processor speed requires that
the resulting waveform be downsampled by thirty points before the remainder of the
controller operates on filtered position measurements. This reduces the controller
update rate to about 744 Hz. The C30 performs the control calculations and writes the
required voltages to a 12-bit digital-to-analog converter board. Finally, twelve linear
transconductance power amplifiers transduce these voltages into actuator currents.
The controller design begins with a model of the stage. In this case, the fluid film
dampers dominate the dynamics to the point where the stage can be modeled as a pure
integrator. The velocity along any axis is thus simply proportional to the force applied by
the electromagnetic actuators along that axis. However, the applied force is a nonlinear
function of the gaps and the current, and the damping is also a nonlinear function of the
gaps. Closing the loop with a typical Proportional (P) or Proportional-Integral (PI)
controller will stabilize the plant. However, the response to a commanded change in
position will depend upon where the platen is located. Also, a typical controller will not
lead to constant velocity motion as is required in a scanning stage.
As an alternative, we approach the design with a set of desired velocities in each of the
six directions (three translational and three rotational). The controller utilizes a model of
the plant,
Fd = BVd, (9)
that calculates the forces and torques that will produce these target velocities. The plant
model is derived by calculating the damping coefficients for each of the fluid film dampers,
and relating these to the cartesian axes. Off-diagonal terms in the B matrix indicate the
inherent coupling between the axes. Its component elements are calculated in real-time by
the digital signal processor on the basis of the damping models presented earlier.
The second step of the feedback linearization is to determine what currents should be
applied in order to generate the desired forces. This is accomplished by inverting the
actuator dynamics, leading to
^ _-_ (101i = ga
If the estimates of the gaps, force constants, and damping factors are accurate, the velocity
of the plant will match the reference velocity. At this point, the controller can use the
linearized plant in two ways. One is to simply command constant velocities in order to
generate a scanning motion. The accuracy of the model determines the performance of this
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open loop velocity controller. More typically, we can feed back the position readings in a
PI control scheme. In this case, the operation of the linearization component of the
controller is transparent. The main outer loop can simply be designed to control a
decoupled plant with transfer functions of 1/s in each of six degrees of freedom. This
control mode is useful for small displacements and maintaining stability about a setpoint.
The block diagram of this feedback control scheme is shown in Figure 6.
RESULTS
As was stated in the previous section, the stage operates in both an open loop velocity
control mode and in a closed loop position control mode. The velocity control is important
for providing motion in the fast direction of a scanning pattern. Using closed loop position
control in this case would result in an exponential approach to a target position, and
therefore a non-uniform velocity. However, closed loop control on the position in the slow
scan direction allows the stage to move a set distance for each new scan. Maintaining
position stability in that axis ensures that the repeated scans lie parallel to each other.
The magnitude of the position error determines in which control mode the stage is
operating. Large position errors cause the stage to move with a constant velocity while
small errors are handled by closed loop position control.
Experimental data from the open loop constant velocity control mode is shown in
Figure 7. This figure illustrates the accuracy of the plant model and the effectiveness of the
open loop velocity control. The stage moves with a commanded velocity of -2 #m/s from
a position at x = +25 #m to one at x = -20 #m. Over that span, the damping coefficient
in the x-direction increases over 2.7 times from 135,300 Ns/m to 369,200 Ns/m. Figure 8
contains a plot of the error between the data in Figure 7 and the best-fit line. The
maximum error at any time is less than 20 nm, but more importantly, the error follows a
repeatable pattern. This shape is due to manufacturing errors which changed the null
actuator and capacitance probe gaps from their nominal values of 300 #m and 100 #m
respectively. By fitting responses such as these to the plant models, we were able to
generate better estimates of the true gaps. Figure 8 shows both the success of this
approach, and that there is still room to improve the model. In the future we plan to add
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closed loop velocity control to the plant. To date, this has not been implemented simply
because processor time has been devoted to the more immediate goal of position resolution.
Once the position error in an axis is less than 100 nm, the controller switches to the
closed loop position control mode for that axis. An example of multiple 0.5 nm steps is
shown in Figure 9. For this measurement, the control bandwidth is set at 5 Hz, and the
measurement is taken through a differential amplifier with a bandwidth of 1 Hz. In the
steady stage condition, the standard deviation of the stage position (measured through a 1
Hz filter) is about 0.05 nm.
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CONCLUSIONS
This version of the Angstrom Stage has demonstrated the feasibility of a magnetically
levitated stage for use in atomic-scale motion control applications. The squeeze film
dampers provide the high level of disturbance rejection necessary for a high resolution
stage, but do so at the cost of a nonlinear plant with inherent coupling between the axes.
The electromagnetic actuators are capable of applying precisely controlled forces, but these
are again a nonlinear function of current and position. In both cases, these nonlinearities
can be well modeled analytically. Including these models in a feedback linearization scheme
yields a linear plant with decoupled motion in all six degrees of freedom. This stage has
achieved a position noise standard deviation of 0.05 nm over a travel of 100 #m, and thus
has a dynamic range of about 106. We believe this to be the highest-resolution magnetic
suspension which has yet been constructed.
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APPENDIX
Damping Model
The damping model is derived simply by drawing free body diagrams of the platen
with all of the nonlinear dampers around it in each degree of freedom. The six forces and
torques relate to the velocities through:
Fx = bxx:i: + b_ozO_
F u = by_l+ bvo,0_
F_ = bzz:i + bzo_O, + bzo_Ou
Tx = boxzZ, + boxoxOx + boxo_Ou
Ty = bo_, + bo_o_Ox + bo_o_Ou
T_ = bo.,/c + bo, u9 + bo_o_O_
where the individual damping components are defined as
bz_ = ba(gl---_a3+ -25-ga61)+ bc (1_2_5_gc2+ _3ca)
bx°" = b_t?(gls_ g¢251)
(1 l 1 _35 ) (g-_l)buy = b_ -25- +-25- +- + +b_gal ga2 g34
(1111)
bzz ba(g__7 1 1 1 1 g___ll_) (_ l )__)= + g_--88+ _ + _galo + _gall + + be + g-5£ +
b_o_ - bag'x'/-32(_7 g_81+ galO31 g__a3111)+--b/v/-5 (2- _1 + ___)
b_o_ - ba_?( 1 1 + 2a al 1 + 2 ) +b-_(1 -2-5-2 g_7 ga_s ga9 ga 10 g311 ga 12 gc4
bo=, - ba/?v_(g_ 1 + al g-I ) +--bcfv/-3(- I +_35 )2 7 g3a8 galo gall 2 _c4
bo=o= - 3baf2 ( g@74+ -_ + Z-g-- + --ff-ggslgalo1 gall1) + --_3bcg2( 125-gc4+ -25-gc51)
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bag2 x/-3 [ 1 1[--2-i -+ 3bo_o_ - 4 ga7 gas
bag [ 1 1 2
b6_Z 2 gag
bag2 X/3 [ 1 1[--25 -+ 3be_e_ - 4 ga7 gas
__ bJ 2 ( 1
bo_o_
-22-4 ga7
(11)boz_ - beg -25- +
gc2 go3
3 + _ +-- - +
galo gall 4
1 1 2) t)_ (9_ _ 13 3 @ _ nt- --2 - -f- 3
galO gall gal2 go5
3 + +-- -- _ + -2_-3
galO gall 4 go4 go5
1 2 1 1 2) b_g'2(_ 1 2)+-5-+=5--+--7+--5--+ + + +
ga8 ga9 galO gall gal2 go5 g,:C,
1 1 1 1)bezy = bag -2-5-- + 5 75 + -25-gal ga2 ga4 gas
bo_o_ ba_-2 25-- + -2-2-+ -25- + + bcf2 -25- += -22-
gal ga2 ga4 gc2 gc3
The entire damping model can be describe more compactly through a matrix
representation where F = BV and B is defined as
g
bx_ 0 0 0 0 bxo_
0 by_ 0 0 0 byo_
0 0 bzz bzo_ b_o_ 0
0 0 bo_z bo_o_ bo_o_ 0
0 0 bo_ bo_o_ bo_o_ 0
bo_x bo_y 0 0 0 bo_o_
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